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-Jeer eoward, 

Serry about delays in responses. Bean busy getting ready to xerox COUP add (done today) end we're bete rutuer tired. 

Tee picture is uelpful. 11 11 not retarn it earewith because Bud is coming ue Saturday. If you do not get it in the first letter postmarked therefttr, please remind me. aden you can mbke me a copy, I'd re tier have that for now. I seen no point in marceine with flags in modern battle 

Mere are new tainps I cannets communicate except in pereen. T3ut there is no doubt of tee correctness of tea begin sn -  ne your 11/25/69. 1. have it frnm a better s-uree And quite directly. hen next you me here, 	=hew it to 

stain: I've not epelleu tnie out to hick. I want hie mind to bled spontaneously. 1 apereciate your offer, one I'd approciate several different ones if you cea vary contrast, etc. 

en your 11/28 you retracted needlessly. I celled this to eick$8 attention some time ego in 8 lone exenenge wei ted on this. The essence of his testimony (Weice is not eneeuivocel) it tnet ue eidn t botice buy makings outside the cap. Dick has been doing fine eork on this. I'll file this with Frazier, se when I est Around to typing my hotel on his N.^, tent esomoe written, Eome oe tare) 7,11 by reminded to send you more.,Tee key is eementics. 

Taere is nothing on the wiping of 399 of which I know. Tirezier's test (!T) is fill teere is on talc. -a went into else in N.n. 1 also do in TM, if you recall. There was no need to wipe it. It wusn't used. 

r'ne moving tua eye when ope.ratin the bolt: inevitably. it is not eleee Trazier nn+ nor. alone test rifle. Dick eon expluin this beeeer than 1. Ve bed the aid of a reel expert tais suelmar wuen Inc woo here enu ee told us, in aevence of firing, tLet he'd tave to. 'nly tee eeween't iutareeted. 	tne me:Aeri e didn't  duplicated wuat was attributed to Lee with it. 

;lease excse tne haste. enevitubly wnen i bay ,  to concentrate on one tning (iii this case Coup ad1) others suffer. 

I'm not eoine to try onl keee you up to date or ell taings beeauee that would be piecemeal end I think you'll be bare aevin. ..owever, I do tell you there is no .rchives 	 sueplementery autopsy report, ne :istribution records, no notes or backing of any kind. I'll be cartyteg thie e bit furtbsr. Yeu understand one n" the thins 1 seek aside tree eenerelities. The ercaives "original" is 9 photographic negative of a xerox'. 

I think you will be able to understand this ellipsis, en, it you to, you -lust make no mention or use unler enercircumttences. You well recall some things I showed you in two versions, ono publie tue other 1 smoked out. You will tuen recall who was the euthor of weet 4pears in but one version. 1 Love tee most eefinitive from him now and not from our coemon source. it is as explicit and unequivocal as it can poseibly be ene is eeelled out as it is an one of the pages 1  snowed you when you ::ere here. -,ere I  mean s close to exactly identical as it con be, %km It is possible otaers may not understand that - underotend or that taey may not, on their oen, tuelerstend, so 1 never mention this. Alert you sew aere was backed up, even if we had no prior knowledge of that. 

Best, 



11/28/69 

Dear Harold, 

I jut .',ot a reply from i:.Hrk .:ckhoff on the eieturs of the 
399 base you wanted me to order. He says it 1111 be 41.25 for 
each 5X7 I order. That's highway robbery! I think the BX 10's 
cost just as much. If I remember correctly, you told me that 
the 5K7's were cheeper. 

Here is what I'd like to do if it's O.K. with you. I have a 
very good negative of the 399 base from my picture. I can make up 
as many prints as you want Crom that. I'm enclosing one print 
which is the only one I have and is somewhat out of focus because 
of the processor. Now I develop my own stuff and can get the focus 
sharp like it should be. I can also control the amount of contrast 
in the picture. If you want to get your 5X7's this way, I'd be 
more than happy to do it at no cost. If you still want it from the 
Archives, I'll write and order. Am waiting to hear from you before 
I do anything. 

I am now writing the draft of my chapter on the first shot. 
In it I outline the case for perjury and its subornation against 
Shaneyfelt and Specter. I suppose the AO testimony of Shaneyfelt 
will help but the SIC record is already enough. The full inpact 
of his perjury just recently hit me but I suppose I should not 
be shocked. About all of them are perjurors in one way or the 
other and if they're not quite that, then their other insidious 

'- 
deeds render them tantamount to criminals in my opinion. 

f y 	My analysis of the Frazier NO testimony continues still. I A 
, 	think I already sent you a note about the tie nick. (here is 

 

vy, - I more. Whether it is actual perjury or merely contradiction, 
/ I cannot say. On page 31, he testified that he compared marks from 

+ 	the firing pin and the bolt face on the three cartrideee cases. 
. his 4c test., at 3H423, he inplies that he did not look for 

th bolt face marks. Then, at 116 to 117, he says or seems tobe 
saying 	a from his examination of the films, Connally was serted 
more to the left than directly in front of the Pres. This does 
contradict his ',,IC testimony on 5H171-172 where he is extremely 
cautious to avoid saying this. He says that the films, being only 
two dimentional, did not reveal to him anything about the 
relative positions other than that JC was in front of JFK. 

Is there any reference where one of the Hospital people who 
handled 399 wiped it clean? This keeps coming into my mind and 
I can't seem to find any such thing. 

One of the important things to come out of the Frazier WO 
test. is the admission that he had 	move his eye away from the 
telescopic sight to work the bolt. Add this to reaiming and pee 
if the time between shots becomes any longer. The whole thielg is 
getting so ridiculous that I don't see how even the master 
rifleman were able to do it for the 'JC. 

drite soon. (3elated Happy Thanksgiving). 

Still, 



11/26/69 
To Harold and Dick: 

At page 107(and in numerous other places) of the NO testimony, Frazier says that the white chalk mark on the back of the Pres. stand-in was made according to the autopsy measurements. I had always been under the impression that this was done according to the position of the hole in the jacket. I checked the 26 volumes and found that the NO testimony is right. At 5H166, Frazier says that the mark was made acoordina to the autopsy measurements. This is quite a startling piece of informantion. 

It seems from the NO test. that Frazier made a big stink about the picture of the stand-in distributed by UPI which shows the bullet hole way down on the back. Therefore, I will rafr to official -ATC documents for my follawiaa co.!Inents. Obviously, Frazier can't dispute them. 

I have photographs from some of the reconstruction pictures through the rifle scope. You can make out the MIX mark on the coat in what the WC printed but it is clear as day on the actual photo. I'll refer to the photo through the scope. for Frame 225. There is no doubt about it--the mark falls on the back. I would estimate that it corresponds to a position exactly above the first rib in back right up next to the Opine. I doubt very much whether this would indicate a position much lower into the back which would involve hitting bone or penetration the lung. It any rate, that mark is nowhere near the neck. It is damned close to the mark which 3oswell put on the autopsy face sheet. 

Obviously this does not agree with the drawingrs submitted to the '.4C by Humes for his testimony. I guess this can be explained away by the fact that the drawing was prepared without photos, ect. just like they explained away the mark on the face sheet. Well, let them explain this away! Here is an official photograph accompanying sworn testimony that this is the position of the back wound as indicated by the autopsy measurements. Conclusive proof that the Commission knew about the real position despite the obfuscation of the drawings. 

There is more significance to this than what i just pointed out. Notice that a bullet entering this low on a downward angle would surely have penetrated at least into the top of the right lung if it made any substantial penetration into the upper thorax at all. Humes' testimony that the lung was not pierced is explicit. This is in my opinion stark corroboration for the theory that a bullet penetrated a very short distance into the back. 

There is probably other significance which I have missed at the time being. 


